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Figure 1: StringTouch takes interaction principles that developed over the last thousands of years [47] and across multiple
cultural as well as spatial spheres and transfers them to a new interface concept (see Video).

ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

We present StringTouch, a user interface design exploration translating the expressive resource of string instruments to a new interface
morphology. StringTouch transfers the string as a tactile element of
interaction to the touch surface, resulting in a tactilely experienceable interface. In this paper we discuss our research through design
centered approach, which focused on the exploration of musical
string instruments and their translation to the UI context. To investigate this specific design space, we analyzed the systematic and
handling of string instruments as well as common HCI principles
to develop the interaction concept. The resulting experience prototype demonstrates the idea’s potential for haptic UI design and
provides insights into the prototyping process. We present: (1) the
investigation of string instruments as a resource for TUI design
and (2) the transfer to a generic UI context to inform new hybrid
interface morphologies that combine features of tangible, touch,
and flexible interaction.

TUI; String Instrument Inspired; Interaction Vocabulary.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One key principle in current user experience (UX) and user interface (UI) design is to work with familiar mental models and strong
metaphors in order to create easy-to-use and understandable interfaces [36]. We propose that musical instruments can provide several
benefits in this context and position themselves as resources to inspire new interaction principles and interface concepts. The playing
of instruments has long been a cross-cultural tradition, ensuring
that even those who don’t play themselves are, through observation
of others, familiar with common operation principles such as, for
example, strumming and picking. Furthermore, playing instruments
hardly requires any visual attention for experienced musicians and,
in this respect, could be superior to the operation of touch interfaces
which can be overwhelming in different contexts [51]. However,
their interaction vocabulary has so far remained mainly unconsidered in HCI and therefore represents an unused resource for
interface design.
We have taken a reference in the interaction principles of playing
string instruments and investigated the translation of the physical
motions and the instruments’ morphology to current UI design
research. Reflecting on our recent work [46] in this domain, we
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Figure 2: ➊ Lutes, ➋ zithers and ➌ harps differ in the stringorientation towards the corpus and the neck/body separation. This influences the body posture during interaction.

Figure 3: We find similar motion patterns as well as spatial
setups during the interaction with ➊ zithers and ➋ touchbased user interfaces.

present the analysis of string instruments and their interaction techniques, an initial exploration transferring the interaction concept to
a prototype and the technical details of our implementation. In summary we aim to incorporate strong familiar interaction concepts
to contemporary UI research. We take into account Tangible User
Interface (TUI) principles and flexible materials for design context
appropriate UIs which extend the flat surfaces of touch screens into
hybrid interfaces.
The key contributions of this work are twofold. (1) We explore the
rich and expressive resource of string instruments and (2) transfer it
to a generic UI context over two design iterations and inform a new
hybrid interface morphology that combines features of tangible,
touch, and flexible interaction.

Feit et al. [12], for example, translated a key press into the typing
of a character and chords into the writing of whole words.

2

RELATED WORK

In the following section we consider concepts that are based on
users’ prior knowledge and interfaces that deal with flexible interaction surfaces, and present approaches of measuring surface
deformation in TUIs.

2.1

Interaction Based on Users’ Prior
Knowledge

New interfaces and interaction concepts require from the user to
“learn a new set of skills to interact with such technologies” [52]. The
question arises whether interactions can be designed in such a
manner that allows users to draw from past experiences. Research
projects in the context of Shape Changing Interfaces (SCI) and nonrigid interfaces [6] explored familiar interactions with everyday
materials such as cloths and fabrics [7] to interact with digital information, by moving, folding, stretching, and pushing the material.
Other flexible materials such as wires [49] and ropes [61] have been
used to define known interactions such as kinking a power cord to
turn on/off a device (blocking the water in a water hose), or to pull
on a rope to stop an action (child play or horse riding). Cords, wires,
and strings are common in musical instruments and were used
in public settings [38], performative contexts [54] or attached to
performers [57]. We want to emphasize that these UIs were meant
to generate music and not to transfer the string, as a musical interface, to a non musical design context. Most interfaces in context
of musical interaction instead focus on the augmentation of the
instrument for practice [32, 60] or their improvement with new
sensor technologies [19, 34]. Only few references reuse instrumentinspired interaction principles in a generic context. PianoText by

2.2

Flexible Screens and Interaction Surfaces

Touch screens have become ubiquitous today, because they make a
variety of information and functions available with just one technology component. However, one drawback is the lack of physical
experiences between flexible content and the solid nature of the
touch-surface. To make the tactile impression of such interfaces
more expressive, screens have been turned into flexible surfaces,
providing rich ways of interaction. The tabletop systems DepthTouch and TableHop [48] drew both from experiences with cloth and
supported a spatial data exploration: users were able to manipulate
and filter data in multiple depth layers by pushing. On a larger scale,
users interact with FlexiWall [35], a room-sized elastic display that
exemplified large data sets, by pushing, pulling or bending.

2.3

Measuring Surface Deformation

Large scaled flexible interfaces often use optical sensors to track
deformation. While commercially available depth cameras can be
used [35], this is associated with spatial requirements (table to room
size). Other approaches to measure the deformation of surfaces or
objects include properties such as photoreflectivity based on the
translucency changes of compressed fibers [53], resistance changes
of conductive padding [56], and air pressure [13]. These interfaces
are rather limited in sensor density and make heavy use of interpolation. Rigid surfaces can be augmented with magnets and hall
effect sensors. Thus, e.g. physical elements on touch displays can
be tracked to create interactions beyond touch [31].
Flexibility and deformabilty are especially relevant in Organic
User Interfaces [23] and SCI [14, 44, 62] because of their need for
flexible and morphable materials [43]. Soft and easy-to-process
materials such as silicons are therefore used to merge technology
directly with the interaction materials [55]. To control the deformation of silicone elements air pressure [62], or ferrous silicone
structures responding to electromagnetic fields [15, 63] can be used.
In the same way, magnetic materials can be embedded in silicone
surfaces to create tactile feedback [9, 28] or to track deformation
and interaction [17]. Even complex interactions can be tracked by
hall effect sensors such as bending or twisting [50]. New sensor
technologies based on magnetism and structure displacement [11]
are used to measure touch and pressure in flexible skin-worn UI
combined with capacitive sensing and resistive materials [59].
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Figure 4: Three string-like pleats span over the dashboardlike interface so that driver and co-driver can both interact
with the system. The colors represent the three sub-menus:
communication, music, navigation.

Figure 5: The second prototype resembles a generic USB peripheral such as a keyboard. This opens up new contexts for
exploring the interaction. UI elements appear around and
follow the hand, similar to to pie menus [8].

2.4

blindly due to the motor memory, the instrument’s structure and the
tactile orientation. Since, instruments offer expressive, continuous
and consistent ways of interaction, we consider them a rich resource
for TUIs providing beneficial interaction principles and profound
interface morphologies.
Transfer to new interaction concepts. With instruments as
a conceptual basis, we followed a structured process to analyze
the designs and interactions to develop an initial transfer to the UI
domain of HCI research. While this work focuses on string instruments, the same process is applicable to other instrument types as
well. Carrying out the design process of creating prototypes we
followed three basic steps: Understanding basic design variations
of the instrument type and the implications for the user interaction. Investigating interaction techniques as a basis for potential
interactions. Deriving semantic matches to inform consistent and
meaningful motion patterns.

Implications for the Design of
Instrument-Inspired Morphologies

As discussed above, tangible interfaces can provide familiar interaction principles building on the prior knowledge of users, which
make their operation principles easy to discover, understand and
replicate. Further by providing a physical structure, users can grasp,
operate, and explore the interface using all their senses. In contrast,
touch interfaces strongly rely on the users visual attention and
provide limited way of interaction. Here, flexible UIs can expand on
touch interaction providing additional interactions that are strongly
connected to the usage principles of common materials such as
fabrics. However, well-known interfaces such as string-instruments
still remain unconsidered in recent HCI research outside the musical domain. To fill this gap with user experience prototype based
learnings we have methodologically investigated their basic operation principles and started their exploration in the form of generic
UI concepts. In the following sections we share the process and
insights based on our research through design exploration.

3

TRANSFER OF INSTRUMENTS TO
INTERFACES

Looking into string instruments, we argue that some of these provide similar operation setups to touch screen interaction (see Fig. 3).
With the similar setup in mind, similar challenges can occur. Our
hypothesis is that these challenges could be addressed with insights
inspired by the design of and interaction with string instruments.
Challenges of today’s screen-focused interaction are twofold.
First, the interaction is applied only towards the UI and is treated
in a binary manner. Second, most interactions depend on the visual
contact with the UI and thus are not blindly applicable. This is
contrary to decades of UI design where the tactile experience of
dedicated physical elements and the trained motor memory [24, 29]
enabled blind operation. While this sounds marginal, the implementation of screens in critical contexts such as driving, where visual
attention is an important good, has just begun. Touch screens that
replace interfaces in the car interior force the user to focus on the
UI and not on their surrounding [2].
A source for new design concepts could be instruments, as
they overcome similar challenges. During learning, students are
confronted with two simultaneous tasks: Following along with the
music on the sheet and operating the instrument. With practice,
their focus remains on the sheet and hand movements are executed

3.1

Understanding String Instrument Designs

Following the systematic of Hornbostel-Sachs [58], string instruments are divided into three groups (see Fig. 2). Yet, the actuation of
strings does not influence this categorization: (1) Lutes consist of
a body and a separated neck (cf. guitar), their strings run in parallel
to both, and they are mostly held pointing towards the audience.
(2) Harps’ strings run perpendicular to the body (resonator), they
offer multiple strings which cover a whole scale, since their strings
can not be fretted without a neck. Harps are hand-held or free standing and are played with one or two hands. (3) Zithers’ strings run
in parallel to the resonator, no separation of neck and body is made.
Either the body itself functions as the fingerboard or objects are
used to fret the strings. Zithers are placed on the lap or in front of
the musician.
Zithers present a promising design resource, since their spatial operation context is close to touch screen interaction and special forms (Guqin, Guzheng) use a more generous string spacing,
are operated bare fingers [16], and offer playing techniques (Yín)
which shows high commonality with perpendicular interactions
(push/pull) used on flexible screens.

3.2

Investigating String Instrument Interaction
Techniques

A detailed collection of string instrument interactions are presented
in Figure 6, the most basic interactions are:
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TECHNOLOGY & INTERACTION – DIMENSIONS
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shape
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compressibility
adhesiveness
surface texture
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density (x/y)

EXCITATION

PITCH
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w
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spacing

FRETTING

SLIDING

BENDING

VIBRATO

STRING HARMONIC

GHOST NOTE

HAMMER ON

PULL OFF

SLAPPING

POPPING

FINGER PICKING

ARPEGGIO

Fretting

Pressing strings against fingerboard. Increases pitch.

Sliding

Moving pressed finger along string. Moves between pitches.

Bending

Moving string vertically to string. Increases pitch.

Vibrato

Wiggling pressed finger along string. In-/decreases pitch.

Yín

Pushing/pulling string vertically to body. In-/decreases pitch.

Flagolet

Touching string on specific fractions. Excites overtones.

Ghost Note

Placing finger on top of string. Creates percussive sounds.

Hammer On

Hitting a string quickly next to a fret. Excites struck string.

Pull Off

Quickly release fretted string. Excites open string.

Slapping

Thumb hitting string over fingerboard. Excites string.

Popping

Snapping back pulled string. Excites string.

Finger Picking Plucking string. Excites string.
Arpeggio

Finger Picking several strings in specific order.

Strumming

Hitting several strings with hand stroke. Excites strings.

YÍN

STRUMMING

Abstract representation of
interaction along a string.

LEGEND

TECH DIMENSIONS

1

Sound is generated by the
interaction.

Finger involved in
interaction.

Figure 6: The upper part describes the technical dimensions available for designing interfaces inspired by string instruments.
The middle part shows the interaction patterns collected from various stringed instruments that form the basis for interactions
on StringTouch. The bottom part provides more information about the collected interaction patterns.
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Fretting: Pressing a string against a fret or the fingerboard. Shortened length of the string increases the pitch.
Sliding: Moving the pressed finger from one fret to another on a
string. Movement between two far apart pitches.
Bending: Moving the pressed finger perpendicular to the string
along the fingerboard. Slightly increasing the pitch.
Finger Picking: Quickly moving the finger lying on one towards
the next string. Snapping back excites the string.
Muting: Placing the hand on the resonating strings stops them.
These interactions contain an internal logic based on our prior
knowledge about the physical world. Finger Picking is based on the
experience that potential energy transforms into kinetic energy
resulting in oscillation (pendulum, ball). Energy can be removed
again by applying a resisting force. Muting, in that sense, removes
energy from a system.

3.3

Deriving Semantic Matches

Derived from the related work and the analysis of string instruments we considered meaningful matches between string-instrumentinspired interactions and actions that are performed on generic UIs,
such as 1) selecting, 2) closing, 3) dragging something or 4) adjusting
values. Therefore we propose the following mapping:
Fretting is a basic selection interaction, choosing a single value
out of a set of values, whereas sliding is suitable for range selections (from A to Z). Muting, known to remove energy, translates
to ESC for ending or exiting ongoing processes. Pushing/Pulling
(Yín) makes dragging tangible, an item can be picked (pull) and
then be placed (push) at another position. The continuous action
of bending affords to do adjustments. Bending, as a two-stepped
process, transfers into a coarse plus fine tuning action: selecting a
specific value (integer), then fine adjust from there (float).

4

STRINGTOUCH - DEVELOPING A STRING
INSTRUMENT INSPIRED MORPHOLOGY

StringTouch explores the morphology, the metaphor, and the affordances [27] of string instruments and transfers them into a non
musical interface context. The idea is to benefit from the qualities
of instruments such as the operation without visual attention and
their expressive properties. As discussed above string instruments
share challenges and interactions with touch devices and flexible
interfaces. Hence, we developed an interface concept using string
like interaction elements in the context of a flexible touch surface
(see Fig. 4 & 5). The motivation and goals are: (1) providing a physical interface structure users can grasp by using string-like elements
on a touch surface, (2) expanding on touch interaction principles
by taking into account interactions found in both flexible interfaces
and string instruments, and (3) applying relative motion patterns
as used in pie menus [8] which are similar to the recurring patterns on a instrument fret board. We have developed two completed
iterations of the interface concept and share the implementation details and insights of the prototyping process based on our research
through design approach [64].

4.1

First Generation Prototype

The first design iteration used three rubber tubes that were sewed
into the fabric surface of a car dashboard (see Fig. 4) and thus formed
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Figure 7: StringTouch offers the following interactions:
push/pull (l.), swipe left/right (m.), strum down/up (r.). Feedback is designed with high-contrast to enable interaction
with little visual attention.

string-like pleats to give users a physical structure to grasp at. The
idea was that both, driver and co-driver, could operate the interface
via the pleats in front of them, having a menu popping up around the
initial contact point, such as known from pie menus, so that there is
no need to reach far over the dashboard. While the pleats spanned
over the whole surface, only a small area was interactive. A 3x3
button matrix under the surface emulated the intended experience
and the UI was projected onto the surface. Users interacted with a
multimedia and navigation system using simple gestures such as
pushing, pulling, strumming, and muting to take calls, operate the
menu, switching music tracks, or controlling the volume. All tasks
formed motion patterns composed of small actions (start from home,
move to and select sub-menu, move to and interact with a certain UI
element) that resembled gestures which could be implicitly learned.
This is also an allusion to playing instruments in which melodies
consist of individual actions and can be moved on the fingerboard
while retaining their melodic structure. This was designed to be
performed blindly after some training to free visual attention for
the driving task. Following a user-centered design approach [1] we
consider this first exploration as an important step to inform the
next experience prototype iteration.
First Initial Insights: To collect insights and feedback, we conducted an informal user test. We observed UX behavior patterns
regarding the interaction with the prototype during an interdisciplinary workshop (30 master students, 4 lecturers; 20-60 years). The
participants operated the interface and performed the previously
described tasks. They expressed positive feedback after interacting
with the prototype, which invited for playful exploration and made
it possible to replicate the given tasks at the first try. The concept
was perceived as simple and intuitive to operate along with a level
of playfulness which raised curiosity-filled discussions afterwards.
Despite this being a first informal observation, we received overall
positive feedback on this prototype exploration. This informal setting pointed out aspects of the interface to be improved in the next
iteration: The limited sensor resolution, the binary interaction on
each sensor (push/pull) and the narrow use case.
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Second Generation Prototype

The goals of the second gen. prototype were to increase (1) the
sensor resolution and (2) the sensor density along the interface
surface. To achieve this we further developed our interface technology and used (1) linear hall effect sensors instead of mechanical
buttons and (2) pushed the resolution from 3x3 to 16x3 covering
the whole surface. Using silicone for the interface, enabled us to
directly integrate the surface design into the interaction material,
without the use of additional extensions such as previously used.
Hence, the flexible layer became the main point of interaction.
Sensors: We used magnets enclosed in silicone and hall effect
sensors to continuously track deformation along the surface. Since
the deformation of the silicone moves the enclosed magnets in
relation to the sensors, the magnetic field is measurable varied.
To measure gentle touches in addition to deformation, we added
capacitive areas to the sensor PCB (see Fig. 9). The modular design
(see Fig. 8 ➍) allowed to daisy chain PCBs to construct interfaces
of any length. We evaluated the constrains with a systematic stress
test focusing on the resolution of the sensor unit. Via a lever, force
was applied to the silicone ridge over a metal pin (d=2.4cm) in 8mm
distance to the sensor. The force was increased up to 29.42 N in 0.98
N increments and the sensor readings ranged from 1.1V to 1.22V.
During pulling the applied force is divided among a perpendicular
and parallel motion caused by pinching the ridge. As a benchmark,
we measured 1V as the minimum reading (-4.9 N). In this range the
sensor has proven to be reliable and precise.
Mold and Magnets: To guarantee consistent distances between
magnets and sensors, we developed a multi-step casting process. A
modular mold (laser-cut MDF sealed with vaseline [45]) were used
to adapt the mold configuration to perform different casting steps.
The process went as follows: (1) Casting the top of the ridges; (2)
Initial curing about 30 minutes; (3) Placing magnets in the indents
left by the lid of the mold; (4) Covering with silicone; (5) After a
short curing phase placing the perforated layer; (6) Covering and
sealing with silicone. Due to the shortened curing time, all silicone
layers merged as molecules can still cross-link. The additional layer
provides a rigid base that allows the ridges to be pulled while
remaining the overall surface flat. A limitation of this method is
the interference of the individual magnets, causing orientation and
polarization changes when placed too close to each other, thus the
resolution is restricted. We recommend using flat cylindrical (3x1
mm) over cubic (2x2x2 mm) magnets (N45) to prevent flipping.
Technology: The interface can continuously measure and detect three event types (touch, push, pull) per sensor unit. To deduce
interaction patterns, raw sensor values (read with 2 kHz) were converted to these events and considered in the time domain. Events
were added to a timestamped stack, which was monitored for occurring patterns that were interpreted as performed gestures. Variations of the executed gestures have to be considered, since actions
can be performed vertically or sloped resulting in event patterns
differing in x-coordinates. Therefore, our algorithm considers the
occurrence of ridge events in a specific time frame. Recognized patterns sent messages to a computer which visualized the information
directly on the interaction surface using a projector.
Interaction: The second gen. prototype was not build for a
specific use-case scenario. Instead, it enabled the experience and
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Figure 8: ➊ Screws ➋ Silicone interaction surface ➌ Magnets
➍ PCBs ➎ Teensy LC ➏ Enclosure
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3

Figure 9: ➊ Without deformation, a finger increases the capacitance. Further, ➋ pushing reduces the distance between
magnet and sensor (hall effect: high V), while ➌ pulling increases the distance (low V).

exploration of the concept independent of a specific application
area to generate insights about the interface’s morphology and the
ergonomics of the interactions. Therefore, the UI does not provide
specific tasks but instead offers generic UI elements to explore the
interaction. StringTouch is capable of tracking the hand’s touch
and displays, depending on its position, four interaction elements
around the hand spread over the ridges (see Fig. 5). These elements
can be pulled or pushed and the following gestures can be performed with the ridges: strumming, sliding and muting.

4.3

Design Sweet-spots

Since string instruments allow blind operation, we were interested
in design features of the strings, such as size and texture, to be
transferred to the silicone ridges. We were interested to see, how
(1) size affords interactions and (2) texture creates differentiability.
To evaluate the designs’ influence, we let 16 participants interact
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4.4

Design Implications

Based on our explorations and the analysis of the interplay between the design dimensions and the performability of interactions,
we propose the following recommendations if practitioners and
researchers are intended to utilize and substantiate our approach:

Figure 10: We built several experience artifacts that offered
three variations of height, width, shape and texture each.

Pull
Bend Push
Pull
Slide Bend Push

WIDTH
SHAPE

Bend Push

Pull

HEIGHT

Variation Median

TEXTURE

with 12 passive artifacts, which covered three design variations
each regarding height, width, shape, surface texture (see Fig. 10).
The participants performed the following tasks: Pushing , pulling,
bending, and sliding. After each task, they rated their experience on
a Likert scale (see Fig. 11). Further, they blindly distinguished the
variations (10 sec) after a 30 second trial phase. We used the Friedman Test to test for significant differences regarding one dimension
and one interaction (see Table 1) and the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Test between pairs of these variations.
Height: We compared the users’ response to pulling, pushing
and bending ridges of 4, 6 and 8 mm height (width: 6mm) and found
significant differences for pulling and bending. Our study revealed
that both were hard to perform on the low design since these were
harder to grab. Regarding pulling, both medium (p=.0004, z=-3.5)
and high (p=.004, z=-2.9) designs were significantly superior. For
bending, only the medium (p=.005, z=-2.8) height showed a significant improvement. This might be due to a decrease in stability and
resistance of higher designs. The participants correctly differentiated the height of the artifacts to 91.67% while blindly touching the
artifacts.
Width: Users had to pull, push and bend ridges with a width
of 3, 6 and 9 mm (height: 4mm). We found significant differences
for all of these interactions. Pulling and bending were significantly
harder to perform on the thick ridges. We assume that this is due
to the lower elasticity of thicker silicone elements. Both, the thin
(pulling: p=.003, z=-3.0; bending: p=.01, z=-2.5) and the medium
(pulling: p=.0006, -3.4; bending: p=.0009, z=-3.3) designs performed
significantly better. However, for pushing the thin design showed
to be the less liked variation. Both, medium (p=.0004, z=-3.5) and
thick (p=.0006, -3.4) were rated significantly better. We assume that
this as well is due to the lower stability due to lower thickness. The
variations were distinguished with a precision of 95.83%.
Shape: Users performed the same interactions on three ridge
shapes (straight, wavy, spiky). No significant differences could be
found for the variations regarding the interactions. However, such
as the structure of strings helps musicians to distinguish them
haptically, participants successfully differentiated the shapes with
a precision of 95.83%.
Surface Texture: Users had to slide along three surface texture
types: smooth, dotted, striped. No differences were found regarding
the different designs. Users preferred sliding along the dotted surface over the smooth one. The participants were able to differentiate
texture with a precision of 95.83%.
Based on our findings we summarize that the ridges’ design
properties enabled blind differentiation (>91%) and thus potentially
blind operation. Further, their design creates affordances for different interaction techniques. In our case the medium characteristics
(close to the prototype’s properties) provided a sweet-spot for the
intended interactions.
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Figure 11: Users rated the interactions preformed on the design variation (1 = not practicable, 5 = very practicable). Significant differences within a dimension are marked.

Table 1: Significant results: Friedman test for RepeatedMeasure (N=16).
Dimension

Interaction

𝜒 2r

p

Height

Pull
Bend
Pull
Push
Bend

14.7188
9.375
13.5313
23.8438
10.7188

.00064
.00921
.00115
.00001
.0047

Width

Design creates Affordances: The design of the ridges has to
carefully consider the intended interaction affordances. Different
types of interactions are preferably performed on larger, thinner or
stiffer designs.
Design enables Distinction: Based on the need for visibility
during interaction it can be helpful to offer passive haptic features,
e.g. shaped or textured ridges, to enable differentiation due to the
tactile experience.
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Figure 12: ➊ The PCB is embedded in the silicone cast. ➋ The
unbroken sensor is rigid. After ➌ breaking, it can easily be ➍
bent. Such sensor can be used in non planar interfaces such
as freely shaped design objects.

5

1

2

Figure 13: ➊ Ridges on the back of smart devices could enable discreet and versatile interaction. ➋ Cylindrical UIs
such as smart speakers could be controlled collaboratively
from all angles simultaneously.

DISCUSSION

During our investigation of string instruments as a resource for TUI
design, we collected a profound set of interaction techniques and
deduced a new tangible interface morphology. While we showed
that the concept can be implemented in a specific use case (automotive), we further explored it on a generic UI level to understand
the implications of the instrument morphology onto the interface
context. Therefore we merged properties of touch screens, flexible
screens, and tangible interfaces and used strings as an inspiration
to inform physical control elements on a touch surface.
While HCI research considers string instruments mainly regarding the instrument’s augmentation [4, 20, 22, 39], the expressive
performance [37], or the use of strings as a new musical interface [57], we were interested in going beyond a metaphorical [5]
or skeuomorph [18] design approach, focusing on the instruments
morphology and physical affordances, finally using their potential
outside the musical context.
Rather than directly rebuilding or reusing a string instrument,
we drew inspiration from this rich resource and sought to explore
and investigate the implications arising from our design concepts.
During this research through design [64] phase we slowly moved
away from a closer resemblance towards a more abstract interface form that still refers to and takes into account the interaction
principles of string instruments.
While our current design exploration does not yet allow us to
make definitive statements about whether or how our concepts
improve the user experience and other measures compared to touchonly interfaces. We see the potential that such hybrid flexibel tangible interfaces allow “the user to go deeper than with regular multitouch surfaces” [42]. E.g. we already showed that tangible features
inspired by string instruments afford interactions deduced from
this resource and benefit interaction advantages such as the blind
operation based on tactile distinctiveness. Which shows that by
considering the presented design resource, interfaces can facilitate
and aggravate desired interactions and properties.
Our sensor design, which is capable to differentiate touch and
deformation, further could lead to interfaces that allow for a tangible
interaction without triggering the interface unintentionally. This is
a well known problem of touch interfaces [21] or better known as
the Midas Touch Problem [26] in the context of gaze interaction.
Our generic prototype proofed to be helpful to stimulate the
discussion with HCI experts. The experience could be used as a
sandbox or petri dish to brainstorm application ideas outside the musical domain such as: Discreet Interaction using string inspired

interaction elements to perform subtle gestures and motions in
situations requiring discreetness [30] during back of device interaction [3] or in smart clothes [25]; for Professional User Interfaces
based on the versatile and expressive interaction capabilities of
string-instruments which could benefit pilots [41] or flight controllers; Collaborative Interfaces regarding the context of shared
interface surfaces [33] such as home entertainment and smart speakers; and in situations which require Reduced Visual Attention
due to the tangibility of the interface to improve automotive [10]
and performative contexts [40]. While both prototype iterations
currently only used a subset of the collected string instrument
interactions, we see the opportunity to investigate unconsidered
interactions in the context of the proposed application scenarios.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented our research through design approach for
the exploration of string instrument interactions and morphology
and their transfer into novel UI interaction and interface concepts.
Our exploration generated a set of interaction principles taken
from string instruments, which act as a resource for developing
rich interactions with hybrid flexible and tangible touch interfaces.
These interactions offer users access to technology based on their
in-/directly achieved prior knowledge.
In concrete terms, we started with string instruments as a source
for inspiration, implemented two prototype generations taking into
account string instruments’ design, and generated insights and
ideas throughout the exploration of the physical artifacts. Our next
steps will lead us to composite flexible interactive silicone elements
(see Fig. 12) which enable interface designs in the context of non
planar UI surfaces (see Fig. 13). We will further refine the sensor
technology to increase the input expressiveness and focus on the
evaluation of usability, user experience and on the side by side
comparisons with today’s UI standards.
With our work we aim to inspire practitioners and researchers to
take inspiration from real world resources and thus design strong
interactions for the next generation of user interfaces. While other
HCI projects already explored string instruments in the musical
context, we think that arts and crafts can further act as resources to
inspire new interaction principles and finally lead to interfaces that
incorporate strong concepts and insights from the art of interaction
which traditional interfaces such as string instruments provide.
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